In many problems coming from the "complexity sciences", the presence of high-dimensional state spaces and non-linear equations renders traditional mathematical objects useless. To deal with these issues, several approaches have recently been studied, most of them presenting the particularity of splitting the dynamical events in two categories; an upper level in which the events describe how the structure of the system changes (the meta-dynamics) and a lower level with the events describing the evolution of the elements in the structure (the dynamics). The state space is then not defined in extenso but unfolds or contracts during the evolution of the system. In term of simulation, this view allows us to deal with only a small part of the state space at each step avoiding the time and memory limitations.
Introduction
We develop here a computational methodology and describe simulations carried out on previously published work on meta-dynamics. For further details on the formalisation of that approach, one can refer to [2, 7] .
The concept of dynamical systems (DSs) is based on the assertion which states that systems can be described by picking up at some defined instants of time one element from a set-the so-called state space. The notion becomes extremely powerful when this state space can be reduced to a "simple" mathematical set (R n for example with n sufficiently small) and when relatively simple laws of evolution can be written. In this paper, we are interested in the case of a huge state space with evolution laws not simple enough to allow us to tackle the high dimension of the state space by breaking it in smaller pieces (when the laws are very simple, presenting for example a high degree of linearity, it is often possible to divide the problem into smaller problems making it possible to be solved) or to lump or contract the equations of the system [4, 13] . These systems, presenting an intrication of potentially huge state space and non-linear evolution laws are known as "complex" systems. Examples of these systems are numerous and can be found in many fields, among the more typical ones are: the supply of a big city such as New York in a moving economical landscape; modelling the brain where new connections between neurons appear and disappear continuously; and the colonization of an environment by a group of species which evolve to adapt to it [3] .
Starting with an example of complex system from biology in Section 2, we then describe the characteristics of a general formalism to model it in Section 3. This leads us to review in Section 4 necessary considerations for anyone wanting to compute models defined with the metadynamical approach. Finally, in Section 5, numerical experiments from the biological example are implemented and results from simulations presented.
An example from biology: the co-evolution of bacteria and phages
The problem of the dynamics of viruses attacking bacteria populations (such viruses are called bacteriophages or phages) is of high economical interest especially in the food industry. Population models which have been designed do not consider the evolutionary aspects of the process [6] , though one of the main characteristics of bacterial and phages populations are their high variabilities. On the other hand, some models have been set considering only these evolutionary aspects [12] , though the interactions between the populations are known to play a major part in the evolutionary directions taken by these populations. Our model addresses both the population and evolutionary levels.
Differences with Mosekilde pre-existing model
To design our model we have used as a starting point a model from the literature [6] . This model describes the dynamical behaviours of n species of bacteria {B i } 0 i n and phages {P j } 0 j n . The number of couple bacteriaphages is fixed and the interaction between phages and bacteria is described by ij , the probability that a phage of P j infects a bacterium of B i which is also fixed (to render the specificity of a couple, ij is high when i = j and low when i = j ). This system (once the number n of couples is chosen) is fixed and does not evolve.
On the contrary, our system can evolve, and to allow for this we have introduced two important changes to the Mosekilde model:
(1) To each strain of bacteria i and phage j is attached a bit string of length n c , coding for the characteristics of the strain. ij then depends on the similarity between the bit string of phage j and the bit string of the bacteria i. (2) The numbers of phage strains (n p ) and of bacteria strains (n b ) no longer need to be equal. Furthermore, these numbers can vary during the simulation.
These two major differences represent features of the populations that can evolve during the simulation of the model. For this, rules on top of the dynamics are defined for mutation (apparition of a population with new characteristics) or disparition of a weak population. These rules are called meta-dynamics. In terms of simulation, the presence of these rules (mutation and disparition) means that new equations appear or disappear during a simulation. The dimension of the system can then vary.
Equations of the system
Let us consider the following system
where S is the concentration of nutrient; B i are the different bacteria strains with 0 i n b ; P j are the different phages strains; and I k,j are the number of the bacteria at stage k of infection by phage j with 0 j n p . The equations of the systems are:
where 0 i n b , 0 j n p ; is the rate of dilution ( = 0.0045 min −1 ); and are the saturation term and the growth from the Monod equation, respectively ( = 10 g ml −1 , = 0.024 min −1 ); is the theoretical adsorption constant depending on phage and bacterium size ( = 10 −9 ml min −1 ); is a time constant ( = 30 min); is the number of copies of phages j released during the burst of the infected bacterial cell ( = 100); is the continuous supply of substrate ( = 10 g ml −1 ); is the amount of nutrient consumed in each cellular division ( = 0.01 ng) and finally ij is the probability of infection of B i by P j which depends on the similarity between bit string s b i (attached to bacterium population B i ) and s p j (attached to phage population P j ) as follows:
where n c is the size of the binary string.
On top of this set of equations, we define two meta-dynamical rules (MRs). The first MR gives the probability p(k) that a population (bacteria or phage) gives birth to k mutant populations on the interval [t − t, t[. This is given by
where
for the bacteria and (t) = (P i (t)/P b ) P for the phages. When k is drawn new populations of size B b or P b appear at a one bit distance from the mother population. The second MR states that a population under a given threshold is removed from the system (and thus the equations of this population are removed from the system).
Then, at each step t there are four possible commutations:
(1) the birth of a new bacterial strain: a variable B n b +1 is added and the dimension of the system (2) increases by one; (2) the birth of a new phagical strain: four variables are added, P n p +1 , I 1,n p +1 , I 2,n p +1 and I 3,n p +1 and the dimension of the system (2) increases by four; (3) the extinction of a bacterial strain: the concerned variable is removed and the dimension of the system (2) decreases by one; (4) the extinction of phagical strain: variables of the concerned phage are removed and the dimension of the system (2) decreases by four.
Generalisation of the approach
The approach taken in this example can be made more general. We have added an upper rule (the "meta-dynamics") to a system of differential equations from population dynamics. This rule codes the introduction of novelty in the system and thus the consequential change of structure in this system.
The idea developed in [2, 7] is that what has been done with equations of population dynamics can be done with any kind of DS consistent with the Kalman definition of a DS. The MR is then viewed as an automaton which gives the possibility of commuting from one DS to another, mimicking the change of structure of the system due to the appearance of novelty.
The reason Kalman's definition has been chosen as a basis of what we have called "meta-dynamical adaptive systems" (MAS), is its generality. Other definitions of the notion of a DS have been considered, such as the behavourial approach [8] . Though it would be possible to adapt our definition of MAS to the behavourial approach, the fact that this approach uses signals and not transition functions would have made the MAS definition less straightforward. It has to be stressed also that we focus with the definition of MAS on modelling aspects. The notion of output-important in Kalman's work especially for control purposes-is not developed. There would nevertheless be no theoretical obstacles to do so.
One purpose of this paper is to show that besides having an elegant mathematical framework, the MAS approach provides also an efficient setting for computing some extremely complex systems. We here develop the approach only for the co-evolution example but the generality of the formalism can extend to other complex systems. A few examples of systems under the umbrella of this formalism are:
• hybrid systems with a finite automata playing the role of meta-dynamics upon a continuous system; • the model of the immmune system of Bagley et al. [1] which has inspired our approach of a stochastic meta-dynamics on a set of differential equations; • the Holland formalism where the "adaptive plan" is similar to a probabilistic meta-dynamics on the discrete lower level [3] ; • the recurrent neural nets from Elmann [9] with deterministic meta-dynamics on a discrete dynamical level.
Computational aspects of the MAS formalism
In this section, we study methods of adapting the formalism of MAS into efficient algorithms. The exact definition of MAS is given in [7] . For the purpose of clarity, the elements of the definition are briefly summarised and then followed by a discussion on their implementation at two levels: first at a general level for all complex systems and then more specifically for the simulation of our example.
A brief overview of the definition
The definition of MAS in [7] gives rigorous laws of how a certain number of mathematical objects interact. The basis of a MAS is a set of DS in the sense of Kalman [5] sharing the same time set T 0 viewed as a subset of R. On top of this set is a function allowing us to commute from one DS to another at some instants of a "slower" time set T 1 ⊆ T 0 . All the other axioms of the MAS definition give the way these two levels combine together to allow the MAS to evolve with time.
Time
The issue of time is more difficult in MAS that it is for "classical" DSs. Indeed, the same issues arise concerning the approximation of a subset of R by a finite automata (i.e., a program for a computer). But besides these widely discussed problems, the problem of commutation times (when the meta-dynamics make the system pass from one DS to another) has also to be taken into account. The situation is ideal when it is possible to include the commutation instants in the simulation steps. But in many cases, it cannot be done, and then other methods have to be found (see Section 4.1.4). In our example, the evolutionary mechanisms (birth of new strains, disparition of weak populations) occur much less frequently than other biological mechanisms (such as growth, dilution etc.). We thus can consider the steps used to integrate the system of differential equations sufficiently precise and consider at each of these steps what could have happened in the interval.
Set of state space
By definition, simulations of complex systems involve high-dimensional spaces. But very often, the use of flexible data structures can allow the representation of possible spaces in a very economical way. A data structure often used to do this is a chained list. For example, in the case of genetic evolution of populations of individuals with new characteristics appearing and disappearing, an efficient way of coding the population is to use a chained list of elements coupling a gene and its size/density. Then, only the elements present at a time in the population are kept in memory. Thus, though there is a very large number of possible state spaces because of the combinatory explosion, the size of the chained lists in memory remains relatively small.
Set of transition functions
Defining the set of transition functions is not problematic if the set of state spaces is cleverly defined. In the case of a chained list state space, the functions have just to be designed for it. It is usually a bit more complicated than for static objects (as for arrays or scalars), but can be handled safely with a bit of care. In our simulation, the functions-written in C-were designed to work with any possible lists such that, even if the state space changes, the function coding for the transitions remains the same. The arguments of these functions are pointers to the area of the memory where the appropriate lists are kept. The function is then able to deal with the variety of forms the data can take.
The meta-dynamical rule
The definition of the MR is straightforward when time is discrete. On the other hand, difficulties arise when time is continuous. Discretisation of time then has to be made in such a way that it does not "forget" instants when the MR is active. Mechanisms have thus to be implemented to detect commutations between time steps. For stochastic MR, the density of commutation has to be replaced by finite probabilities on the interval between steps. This is the approach we have followed in our model. When the step is sufficiently small, the "continuity" of the meta-dynamics is well simulated.
Processing of the generated data
Because of the potential high dimension of the state space explorated, classical methods of recording data from the simulation and process have to be adapted. Generally, it is impossible because of the high number of elements they contain to save all data coming from the simulations of complex systems. For the simulation of our systems, we created a "report language" to track periodically (after a number of simulation steps defined by the user) the data we wanted to record. In the context of population modelling it could be, for example a specific population, or all the individuals at a given distance (distance here refers to the distance in the characteristic space, that is, how close or far they are in term of evolution of their characters) etc. It is also very often useful to use "macroscopic" variables such as entropy (related to the dispersion of the data) or the positions of centres of clusters of data. The use of macroscopic variables is detailed for the simulations given in Section 5.1.
Preliminary conclusions on computing meta-dynamics
Because of the generality of the meta-dynamical approach and the broad range of systems covered, it is impossible to cover in a few pages all the problems which can arise, as it would be impossible for DSs. We have nevertheless stressed two important points on how the two time sets have to be coupled; in particular, in the case of continuous meta-dynamical time sets and of the use of flexible data structures that give its power to the meta-dynamical approach. The use of flexible data structures such as chained lists allows us to replace the potentially huge dimensional state space in favour of a dynamical state space which changes with time, unfolding or contracting during simulation.
Simulations of the biological example
We now give in this section some simulation results of the example of Section 2 by discussing in detail a numerical experiment. 
Presentation of the experiment
We have taken two populations of bacteria and phages, and set the mutation rates such that B = 0. That means that the characteristics of the bacteria population cannot change. On the contrary phages are allowed to mutate (because there is no ambiguity = P will be used from now on to refer to the rate of mutation of the phage populations). This is to simulate what could happen when P ? B , when virus populations are much more variable than their hosts. We can see how the concentrations (dynamical point of view) and the composition in term of genotype (meta-dynamical point of view) evolve (Fig. 1) .
Graphical output
It is interesting to see the trajectory of the cloud of phages in gene space (by this, we mean the different populations weighed by their concentrations). For visualising them we chose to plot two values: the trajectory of the centroides (the "gravity centres") and their entropies (a measure of their dispersion). The centroide c of phage population {P j }, is the vector c ∈ [0, 1] n c (n c is the size of the binary string coding our genes) given by
where c k is the kth component from c; s k j is the kth one from s j , the string coding for the behaviour of the population P j and P = n p j =0 P j . The entropy is very classically given by
Storing the trajectory of the centroides of phage populations during our simulation, we are then able to plot them using a method from statistical analysis called principal component analysis (PCA) [11] . This method allows us to find the best projection from [0, 1] n c to [0, 1] 2 ("best" here means we achieve maximal conservation of distances inside the set of points). 
Results of simulation
In Fig. 2 , we have plotted five different trajectories for five different values of . We observe, independently of , a similar behaviour. That is, though the populations "choose" very different paths, eventually they all reach the zone in the gene space corresponding to optimal predation.
A look at the evolution of entropy vs time (Fig. 3) gives us an idea of the mechanisms leading these experiments. That is, after a period of expansion with strong increase of entropy, the cloud contracts in a favourable area in a state of low entropy. It reaches an oscillating regime where a small number of strains co-exist. These are the best fitted phages and some at a small Hamming distance from the best fitted phages (the number of mutants and the diameter of the set of strains depend on the mutation rate ). This organisation in a few mutant genotypes closed in a small area of the gene space make us think of a quasi-species-like organisation [10] . The quasi-species model of Eigen can thus be viewed as the asymptotical result of the evolution of our populations. This quasi-species-like organisation is a well accepted way of describing actual virus populations. Our numerical experiment thus provides a plausible scenario on how a virus (1) (2) adapt to a new host. Though the "genetics" used here to represent the bacteria/phage interaction is very simple, the use of such adaptive models can be of great help to understand the process of virus adaptation.
Conclusions
At the level of modelling complex adaptive systems, this work demonstrates the feasibility and the efficiency of the meta-dynamical approach. Because the formalism defining meta-dynamically adaptive systems embraces a broad range of complex adaptive systems, what has been done with populations of bacteria and phages in co-evolution can be translated to many other systems.
From the biological perspective, the implementation of our example exhibits mechanisms of high importance in understanding the adaptation of viruses to their host. This model should provide clues to undertake actual experiments.
